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Near Death Experience With a Twist

Loved: A Transcendent Journey by Mary Deioma is a stunningly original book, based on direct personal
experiences. Mary tackles life's big questions with authority, clarity, humility, honesty, and a refreshing
sense of humor.

SANTA ANA, Calif. - June 21, 2014 - PRLog -- Loved: A Transcendent Journey by Mary Deioma adds a
fresh new voice to the NDE world. This bold spiritual explorer deliberately braves new territories in
consciousness in order to discover what exists beyond the veil. Her story is an NDE with a twist; she was
not near death and remained conscious during her first experience.

Mary  has broken the code to enlightenment. Using her original system based on the near death experience,
she ventures to the final frontier of consciousness. She is promising nothing less than the possibility of a
direct experience of God. Her system is simple and prepares one to be in the presence of the divine. She
offers practical insights as to how to use this information in our day-to-day lives.

Her personal experience of the divine is written clearly with detailed descriptions that ground this
seemingly impossible goal into the realm of the possible. Her story conveys a new paradigm of the nature
of the universe, while paralleling similar details of a typical NDE.

"Everyone who seeks to answer life's big questions should own, read, and ponder this jewel of a book." ~
David Sunfellow Sedona, AZ IANDS leader Amazon Review

Mary Deioma grew up in Alliance, Ohio, a small town in the Midwest. She is fifth of eight children.
Currently she lives in Orange County, California. She spent most of her adult career as an accounting clerk
before her transformation. Now she is an author and public speaker with a personal mission to "share the
love and to get the word out that we are divinely loved"

Mary is a member and contributor to the International Association for Near Death Studies (IANDS.org).
She is a frequent speaker at her local IANDS in Orange County and Los Angeles. Mary has also been a
speaker in Tucson and Mesa AZ, San Diego, and San Bernardino, CA. She has also spoken at The Life
after Life group in Laguna Woods, CA.

This is Mary's first book. Available on Amazon https://tinyurl.com/lovedatranscendentjourney, Kindle and
in Bookstores. More information is available at http://lovedatranscendentjourney.com/
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